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Categorical shape theory begins with the simple observation that corresponding 
to each functor K : P + F there is a coshape category K and a shape category PK. 
Both categories have the same objects as 5 and the horn set yK (X, Y) is simply the 
collection of natural transformations F(K - ,X)+ F(K - , Y) with $ (X, Y) the 
transformations F (Y, K - )-) F (X, K - ). There are canonical functors 
S:5-,& and S:y-,&. 
If K : $P + 3 has an adjoint, then the shape category is isomorphic to the Kleisli 
category. In many other cases it may be readily identified also. For example, 
suppose that $ is the homotopy category and K : 9 -y 3 is the inclusion of a one 
object full subcategory 4p. Then S : S --) YK is essentially the homotopy functor 
w”(-) if S={Sn} and S:F + gK the cohomolog! functor It” (- ; n) if 9 = 
1K (II; n))* 
Deleanu-Hilton [6] and LeVan [8] havesuccessful. i’ shown that work initiated by 
Borsuk [S] on topological shape and continued by Mi,rdesic-Segal [l ] fits into this 
general setting rot K : !iP + F the restriction. to compact HausdorfI spaces of the 
inclusion of the full subcategory of spaces of the hon,:otopy t pe of a CW complex 
in the homotopy category. A list of,the more than 3001 references to the topological 
theory may be found in Segal [12]. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that certain classical results from algebra 
and logic fit into the sanle abstract setting and thus mr :e the general theory 
available to those disciplines. In this way we can make precise the fact th’at he 
relationship between the Warsaw circle (of Borsuk) and S’ is of the same type as 
that holding between two reduced primav torsion abelian groups with the same 
Ulm invariants or between two suparatomic:Boolean algebras having the same Day 
invariants. In fact shape theoretic arguments inalgebra really date back to Cantor 
who essentially had a proof that, dense linearly ordered sets without endpoints are 
isomorphic in a suitable Z& (cf. [3]). 
acLane [9] that rthe objects o the comma category ( l) are 
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the Y morphisms KP + X and that there is a canonical functor & : (K & X)-+ 
with Dx (KP + X) 7 P. 
It can readily be shown that the coshape category Z?K is isomorphic to one in 
which functors 8 : (K 4 X)+ (K 4 Y) with DY@ = DX correspond to %K *morph- 
isms X+ Y. It is thus not too surprising that in their natural setting it can be a 
problem to recognize shape morphisms as such. 
In fact this problem of recognition is nontrivial since it amounts to showing that 
certain functors are initial or final (in the sense of [9]) and this is precisely the place 
where work special to the category is involved. 
For example, in the topological applications of [6] and [8] it is crucial for shape 
isomorphism to verify initiality of U’ : Ix --) (X 1 K) where (a) 1~ = the codireeted 
set of minimal covers C of X and Ux takes C to the canoni~~al map X -+ nerve Car 
(b) Ix is as in (a) and Ux takes C to the canonical map X -+ Vietoris complex it 
(c) Ix = the neighborhood filter base and Ux associates wl*h each neighborhood 
the embedding of X in that neighborhood. 
As an example in the algebraic ase we let K* : 9p* + Y * be the inclusion functor 
where Y * is the category of all reduced primary torsion abelian groups and 9’ is 
the full subcategory of finite such groups. For shape isomorphism as described in 
Section 3 it is crucial to verify finality for Ux : @ + (K 1 X) whsre @J is a certain 
category whose objects are height preserving automorphisms between finite 
subgroups of X and Y and Ux (4) is the class of the inclusion of K (domain 4) in X 
and K : 9 + Y is the induced functor between preorder-s associated with the 
subcategories of monorrorphisms of g* and 5’. 
In this paper we sho;v explicitly how the back and forth property for a family 1 Qi 1 
of isomorphisms, as described by Barwise [3] and Barwise-Ekloff [4] corresponds 
to the existence of a shape isomorphism in a certain category &. 
The first step in recognizing a shape map is to show how a morphism in the Pro-9 
category is induced. Accordingly the first section shows how to get a Pro-@ 
isomorphism out of a family of isomorphisms in a certain category p*, The second 
section shows how to get suitable final functors if I@ 1 has domain and range 
enlargement properties. The last section shows how to put together the cofinal 
functors and a Pro-9 isomorphism to get a shape isomorphism. The algebraic 
example described above is treated in extenso throughout in order to illustrate the 
development of the theory. Other examples may be found in the last section. 
This paper also serves to give a precise meaning to the statement of Barwise in [3] 
that “any attempt to define an absolute notion of isomorphism stronger than =p 
must fail”. By X=, Y be means that there exists a family 1 Qi 1 of isomorphisms 
between finite subobjects of X and Y having the back and forth property. In terms 
of shape theory his stqtcment may be re ed as a reflect’ of the fact that 
soK:9+r-+% isdense(inthesenseo ull or simply that 
the coshape category of equals that of it shows that indeed 
“sp is a very natural notion 0 isomorphism, one of which mathematicians should 
be aware” because it is a notion of coshape isomorphism for a certain functor K 
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associated with the inclusion of the ful subcategory of finitely generated algebraic 
systems (A, R, F) of type T (in the sense of Nal’cev [lo]) in the category of all such 
i 
systems. 
c 
1. The Pro- morphism induced by a fanUy of isomorphisms 
In this section we show how a family 1 @*I of isomorphisms between subobjects of 
given objects X and Y in a category $* induces an isomorphism in a‘ certain 
category Pro-9. For example, let T* be the category of- reduced torsion abelian 
p-groups for a fixed prime p. If 1 Qi 1 is any family of isomorphisms whose domains 
and ranges are finite subgroups of X and Y, respectively, then a Pro-9 isomorph- 
ism is induced between certain domain and range functors associated with 1 Qi I. In 
this example, 9 is the preorder obtained from the subcategory @of monomorph- 
isms in the full subcategory 9* of finite groups belonging to 3* and KS : P * + 9” 
is the inclusion functor. In the following sections it will be shown that if there is a 
family I @ 1 satisfying in addition certain cofinality properties, as is the case when X 
and Y have the same Ulm invariants, then the Pro-9 iscmorphism obtained 
induces a shape isomorphism between X and Y. 
Let 
(31.1) 
be a commutative diagram of categories and functor- such that U is faithful and 
preserves and reflects monomorphisms. Let g : 4i) -+ 9 be the restriction of K* to 
the subcategories @ and g of monomorphisms in 4p* and !T* respectively. A 
morphism y of 9 * or r* is called an inclusion if L,*‘$ is an inclusion in Sets. We 
assume that every morphism of $ can be factored uniquely as an isomorphism 
followed by an inclusion where for y : I@ --+ X this factorization takes the special 
form y = y’o& : RP + @‘-, X for p a 9” isomorphism. 
Suppose that @* is the category whose objects are @ morphisms ~~ : D& +a R& 
and whose morphisms 4, + & are those pairs (a, El) of @ morphisms for which 
commutes in P. 
Let Qz be a full subcategory of #* whose objects 4i : Dt#$ -+ 
isomorphisms whose domains and ranges are all such that there are inclusions 
bx : J@+, + X and & : lfR& --) Y for fixed objects X and Y of & It is convenient 
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to work with the following lattice of subcategories of @ 
all having the same objects. A @ 
inclusion and in @A if in addition 
(1% * 
morphism (a, @) : +i + tfbi is in Q)D if Uu is an 
there is an inclusion Uy : UR&i + ,URh where 
we note that the latter inclusion may differ from Up. Similarly (a9 p) is in @R if U#3 
is an inclusion and in @A if in addition there is an inclusion U6 : UDlqbr c UDtj$. 
Finally, 4p; is just GD n aR. The commutativity required by (1.2) shows that all the 
categories of (1.3) are preorders, except possibly for a. 
In other words a given family I@ 1 of isomorphisms between subobjects of X and 
Y may be considered as the set of objects of each of the categories appearing in 
(1.3). We next define the Pro category and show that there is a Pro-9 isomorphism 
connecting the domain functor of @A and the range functor of @A. 
Let 9 be the quotient preorder of 8 with quotient functor Q : # + 9, that is, 9 
and @ have the same objects and the horn set P(A, B) has one element if there is a 
@ morphism A + El and is otherwise empty. The functor K : 8 + if induces a 
functor K : 9 3 9 between quotient preorders, called the functor associated with 
K*. WefetD:@-&andD = QD be the domain functors and R and R = QR 
be the range functors. Furthermore let D’ = DID and R ’ := MR. 
For any category % WC let Pro-% be the category whose objects are functors with 
ra!lge %. If F : 9 + % ar d G : 9 -+ % are such objects, then a morphism f : F + G 
in Pro-%’ is an equivalence clasr f = {+, V;)lEIIl} where # : I.9 (3 I$ f is a function 
and for each i (=, f3 1, fi : Fi -+ GJ/i. Furthermore it is required that for each family 
ipA :i,,--+i in 9 indexed my h =1,2,..., n, there exists j E 1% I and morphisms 
t:4i-,j and sA :tj&+j, A = l,...,n, such that 
(14) . 
commutes in (e for each A = I,2 , . . ., n. Furthermore (JI, cfi)) - (q, (gr)) if for each 
i E 19’ 1 there exists an object k in 8, and morphisms : $i + k, u : vi + k such that 
commutes in (4% 
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The category Pro-% just described isdual to the one given by Deieanu-Hilton [6] 
which itself extended the desbiiption of Artin-Mazur [2]. 
’ vr “i ‘>l CI .: * 
Theorem 1.6. l%etv is a Pro-p isomorphih-g porn <3X: CPA-+ 9 toGPi @fr+-sP 
conespnding to each family 1 (P 1 of 4ii sopophisms between subobjects of X and Y 
in 5 
hf. The Pro-@ isomorphism g = {+, (g+ )+rclol} is defined in the following way. 
Let + : f @&I + f SD;/ be the identity function. For each (rbi : D+ + Rtpi in 1 @&I let 
g& = [&I : 06 + Rl(i& = R& be the unique 9 morphism determined by the @ 
isomorphism &. Furthermore given a morphism (a, p): & + 4) in @& xtith 
corresponding diagram 
(l-7) 
commuting in @ there exists j = +4j = 4] in I @Al and @A morphisms t = 
l&h-,j ands*=s = (a’, @‘) : 4i --+ 4] with corresponding diagram 
((1.8) 
commuting in @. Such a /3’ exists because U re’ lects monomorphisms and 
. (a, /3) E rPh implies that there is an inclusion Up’ : U.F.& S UR& Furthermore, U
faithful implies that @’ is unique. In this setting diagram (1.4) becomes 
which is in p and thus commutes. The inverse g-’ : R’+ D’ of g is determined in
the same way by I@I-‘={~;‘I~E~@I}. 
Remark 1.10. A Pro-@ &morphism is obtained using the same proof if for any 
two objects f and g of @ either f g g or cfr?: g and Df c Dg and Rfg Rg). In 
g&era1 there does not exist a Pro-@ isomorphism @’ = &’ -3 RI, = R’ by (3.7) 
and (3.15). If we dropped the requirement that @ be full in #*, then we could 
always get a Pro-# isomorphism by allowing only inclusion morphism3 in Qri. 
However, the fullness is needed in the next section. 
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2. FinaBty and enlargexnent 
Ihe purpose of this section and the next one is to show how a family I@ 
isomorphisms between subobjects of X and Y may yield a shape isomoxphism. The 
method used in the next section requires that we verify that certain functors 
associated with 1 Qi 1 are final. This section defines those functws and shows that 
they are final provided that certain enlargement properties are valid in the category 
@ associated with I@ I. 
Let the functor TX : Q)L, +(z i X) be defined on objects by 
TX (+i : D4i + R+i ) = (IX : lCD+i + X) and on morphisms by TX (at, #9) = a. It is 
clear that the @ morphism ar : D& 4 D& can be regarded as a (K 1 X) morphism 
since 
is a diagram of inclusions in g which must commute since U is faithful. Clearly the 
diagram 
(2 2) . 
commutes where & is the projection functor defined by & (y : lb4 +X)= A 
and I%&: y-*6)= CY : A + B in # for KB = domain 6. 
A nonempty subcategory @ * of @ is said to have the domain enlargement 
property (DEP) if for eat h 4 E @* and each KP + X which is an inclusion in @ 
there. exists a morphism 4 --) 4’ in lg* with Uu : UP c LJD#. Dually the range 
enlargement property (REP) holds for @ * in @ if for each 4 E @* _ and each 
inclusion Kf3 + Y of @ 1 here exists 4 + 4” in QI) * with V” : Up E URc#b”. 
We consider again the example in which K * : 9 * + P’ is the inclusion of the full 
subcategory 9 * of finite groups belonging to the category .of all reduced torsion 
abelian p-groups. Let 1 Cp I be the family of all height preserving isomorphisms from 
finite subgroups of X to finite subgroups of Y, where X and Y have the sane Ulm 
invariants. It is a classical result of abelian group theory that given ((9 E I @ 1 and any 
element a E X and b E Y there is an isomorphism cp’e I @ I extending cp wrth 
a E domain Q’ and b E range Q’. In terms of the preceding paragraph and the 
category Qil of the first section this means that the domain and range enlargement 
properties hold for G1 in @. * s ” 
A functor F : d + 93 is said to be final if for each objtit B of 48 the category 
(B 1 F) is nonempty and connected. 
2.3. l%e functor TX : 
domain enlargement property. 
J, X) is final provided that @D has the 
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E%wA We first show (i 4 TX) is nonempty for each i E 19 4 Xl* It follows from 
the hypdheses of the first section that i has a factorization as an isomorphism 
followed by an inclusion as in 
fib - 
L 
ltehgB *m $ (24) . 
Furthermore there is an inclusion k : B + Dcp for some + : 04 --) R4 in @ID since 
<pp is nonempty with DEB. The diagram 
ltB%X 
R$.${ Jk+ * (2 9 . 
commutes Since the morphisms are inclusions and U is faithful. Thus 
koe:i+T& in #4X).. 
Secondly, we must show that (i 4 7”) is connected for each i. Given S1, Sz E 
ii 4 TX i it is clearly sufficient to show that there exists an object S and morphismw 
U1 : St + S, i = 1,2 in (i & TX). In other words we wish to find an object 
S:i+T”+“of(i 1 Tx)and~~morphismsU1:g~di”andUz:~’~~~sucht.hat 
commutes in($ & X). Thus we are given @ morphis& S1 and Sz such that the left 
triangles of ’ 
(a 7) . 
commute in 9. It issuflkient to find @n morphisms U1 : cf) + 4” and Uz: #+$V 
since then the right tqangles of (2.7) commute and hence so does (2.6) since K is 
faithful and T&” is manic. But by the domain enlargement property there is a 
morphism &;,$ -)‘@’ in 49D for some 4”’ with Uy : UDCp’ c UD& In the 
diagram ’ 
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let 6 be the manic defined by 6 = +“r(#)-‘. Then U2 = (y, 6) is in @D as required. 
Clearly Theorem 2.3 can be dualized. We simply let TX- : @R + (lf 4 Y) be 
defined by Ty (4i : D& + R4i) = (iY : KRcb, + Y) and TV (CY, /3) = p and obtain 
Theorem 2.9. If & has the range enlargement property* then Ty : @R -+ (R 1 Y) is 
final. 
Theorem 2.10. The inclusion functot In : CPA-+ @D is find provided thut #b has 
both the domain and range enlargement properties in @. 
Proof. Since (4 1 ID) is clearly nonempty it is sufficient to show that any two 
objects S1 and Sz of (4 & ID) can be connected by a sequence S1+ S c- Sz of 
morphisms. That is, we must find morphisms Ur : t#il --, & and UzI : &-+ & in @.& 
such that 
(2.11) 
commutes in eD. But by the range enlargement property in @A there exists 
UR : 4,~ & in @A with R&G R&. By the domain enlargement property in @A 
there exists WD : t$ 1 + & in #A with D& c D&. Thus U1 = UDUR : +1 + tjbs in CPA 
and for k : Dt#& + D& the inclusion it is clear that the GD morphism 
(k, 4&P): 4z-, 4 3 is in @A since R& c R& c R& where the latter inclusion 
holds since UD is in @A. It is now clear that (2.11) commutes ince @A is a preorder 
by Proposition 1.5. 
Let K : 9 + 9 be the unique functor such that 
9K-9 
Q I I Q 
9-F 
K 
(2.12) 
commutes where, as in section one, 9 and F are preorders with canonical 
functors Q. 
Theorem 2.13. The unique functor Q * : (R $ X)-, (K $ X) is final if @D has the 
domain enlargement property. Furthermore 
commutes for Px and Dx the canonkal projection functors. 
(2.14) 
Proof. In order to show that (4 i Q*) l 1s nonempty and connected for ail objects 4 
of (K & X) it turns out that the crucial step is to show that given objects 
s1: t#t -* *41andS1:~-,Q*~20f(~~Q 
U1:&*+3 and 
) there exists an object +, and a pair 
U2:$ 2-+ & of morphisms in (R ./+ X). In the diagram 
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the left triangles represent the factorizations of& ‘and 91, as isomorphisms followed 
by inclusions and 4’ : D@ ‘+ R+’ is an object of !&, which, by the domain 
enlargement property, can be chosen so that # and c are contained in D+‘. The 
triangles on the right co&mute since the morphisms are all inclusions. Using (215) 
we let & = i,&, Uz = &&and & f T&C * ’ ’ 
We remark that the same result holds for Q* if we replace DEP for @P by the 
requirement that any two subobjects of X of the type c : KP + X have an upper 
bound of the same type. 
3. Shape isomorphisms and the back and forth property 
The Pro-9 isomorphism of the first section and the final functors of the second 
section can be combined to yield a shape isomcrphism, if ,we start with11 an 
appropriate family @ of isomorphisms. In order to see this we need the following 
general facts connecting the shape category of K : $@ + F and the Pro-4P category. 
See [6] for details of the dual case. 
There is a commutative diagram 
(Cat 4 9)K T Pro&T 
(33.1) 
where the objects of (Cat 4 8) are functors with I odomain 9 and morphisms 
8 : F -) G are functors from domain F to domain G such that F = GO. “The 
categories (Cat 4 9)K and ProK-4p are the full subcategories of (Cat & 9) and 
Pro@, respectively, whose objects are the projection functors Dx : (K .I X)-+ 9 
with Dx (KA --)X) = A on objects. We recall that the morphisms X-9 Y of the 
shape category SK correspond to morphisms Dx --, Dy*as in [6]. Let I and 1 be the 
inclusions and M the restriction of a where fi is the identity on objects and on 
morphisms 8:F+G the Pro-9 morphism & = (+,.(fi)) where 
9 : 1 domain F f + 1 domain G 1 is the function ‘defined. by +j = Oj and fi = 
1: Fj --) GJlj. The following ’theorem is obtained by dualizing results of 
Deleanu4Iilton in [6]. 
: ,_ 
3.2, ate functor M*of diagram (3.1) is api &morphism of categories and 
the functor I@ takes those morphisms of (Cat 19) which are final functors to 
isomorphixls in Pro-p. 
A Yoneda argument can be used to detect that certain shape morphisms always 
correspond to 9 morphisms. 
Proposition ‘3.3. The canf,nical functor S : 9 --+ 9~ induces a bijection 
Y(KP, X)+ & (KP, X) = n.t. (Y(K - , KP), Y(K - , X)) for aff objects Pin 
X in 9 provided that K : 9 -+ 9 is fuff (or, more generuffy, rich in the sense of [7]). 
The following theorem shows how Section 2 may be used in conjunction with 
(3.2) to obtain Pro-# isomorphisms connecting the comma categories (g 1 X) and 
(g ,/, Y) with our class I@ 1 of Isomorphismi between @ subobjects of X and Y. 
Theorem 3.4. There are Pro-@ isomorphisms 
(3 5) . 
provided that the domain and range enlargement properties hold for 01 in @, or more 
generally, if they hold for 0; in # and @k in #. 
Proof. From (2.2), (2.3: and (2.10) it follows that there is a commutative diagram 
with 7& final. Similarly T& : @A --+ (K & Y) is final. From (3.2) it follows that 
@X = a( &l,) : 6’ -+ & and fiu = I@( TyIR) : I? ‘+ & are Pro-# isomorphisms. 
Corollary 3.7. Let K* : 9*-+ Y* have associated functors K : # --) g and 
K : 9 -+ 9 and suppose that DEP and REP hold for #r in Qz. Then 
(a) X and Y are isomorphic in 9~ if and o;,ly if there exists a Pro-@ isomorphism 
from D to RI. 
(b) X and Y are isomorphic in &. 
Proof. If fi : D ’ + I? ’ is a Pro-@ isomorphism, then by (3.4) /Tu Q@ o(li;x)-’ is a 
Pro-9 isomorphism in Pr which must equal fx some 8 in 9~ = 
(Cat $ 9)~ by (3.2). Conv ely, if 6, :X--+ Y is 14pR isomorphism then 
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MO : & + & by (3.2) and (@J’ 0 M9 0 (5x : dt --+ d ’ is an isomorphis:t,n in 
Pro-9 by (3.4). Thus (a) holds. The functor & = Q*3&& : 
@&-A&-+(~ J X)-+(x: 4 X) is fini1 by (2.3) (2.10) and (2.13). /From 
(2.14) and (3.6) it is clear that & : D’ = Qfi’-+ P’ in (Cat & 9) Hence a(&) is a 
Pro-9 isomorphism D ‘* P’ by (3.2) and there is a smril%rIy~ obtained isc&o’rphism 
I l R ‘+ Py* Combining these, with the Pro-9 isomorphism g : W-i RI of 
(1.6) we obtain an isomorphism Px -+ Py in FroR -9 and hence by (3.2) an 
isomorphism X-, Y in 5& = (Cat $ p)K. 
Under the hypotheses of (3.7) (a) above we remark that a Pro-@ isomorphism 
will sometimes xist, as shown by (l.lO), and sometimes one cannot exist, as shown 
in (3.~5). 
We next characterize the isomorphisms of the category 9” in terms of the 
isomorphism classes I@ 1 of 4p* isomorphisms. 
Theorem 3.8. Let K* : P* --, F* have associated functor K : 9 + 9 and suppose 
that any two inclusions K * P --) X and K * P’ + X in 3” have an upper bound of the 
same type= Then X and Y are isomophic in .Y& if and only if there is a family Cdl’, 1 of 
P isomorphisms between subobjects of X and Y under inclusion such that l!>EP 
holds for &, and REP holds for GR. 
Proof. Suppose 8 : X --) Y is an 9& isomorphism. Let I@ I be. the family of all gS *
isomorphisms 4 : Dt# -+ Rtjb for which inclusiczas TX+ : KDb, + X and 
T& : KRt# -) Y exist. Given 4 E I @ I and an inclusion KA --)r X we can by 
hypothesis factor T&i : KD+ --) KA ‘+ X for some A ’ with A c A’. Theta, we 
regard KA’+ X successively as a r and then an sPK morphism. Comparing with 
8 : X + Y in sPK we obtain KA’-+ Y in sPK which can be regarded as a ZT 
morphism K : KA ‘+ Y by (3.3). Choosing a represent: . ive c of K in 8 G T* we 
then obtain a diagram 
commuting in$ where fi oK6 is the factorization of K’ as isomorphism followedl by 
inclusion and KY oK~3 is a similar factorization of K6 0 Ka. Thus 
(3.10) 
commutes in 9 with (ar, y op 0 4-l) : Q + 6 in @D with A c A I. Thus bi, has DEP. 
TO see that QiR has REP we simply do the same proof using the family of inverses of 
1 Q3 1 members. Conversely, given such a family we define a functor 
e:(K$X)-(kc& Y)by@(KA-+X)= the unique map KA + Y in r and verify 
that DEP for @D insures that such a functor exists. Then use REP for & to insure 
the existence of a functor in the other direction. 
We now relate the preceding results to the back and forth lemma. Accordingly 
we let 2,’ and Y be algebraic structures of the same type r, as in Mal’cev [lo]. In 
brief, this means that X and Y are sets with the same number of operators and 
predicates of the same arities, 
Let # * : 9 + -+ F* be the inclusion of the category of finitely generated algebras 
of type r in the category of all such algebras. Classically, a family 1 Qi 1 of 9* 
immorphisms between subobjects of X and 1, r is said to have the back and forth 
property if for each f E 1 Qi I, u E X am1 b E Y there is g E I@ 1 with f c g, 
a E domain g and b E range g. 
ProposiQCon 3.1 I. L.et K*:P*Y* be th e inclusion of the category of finitely 
generated algebras of type T in that of all r algebras. Then the back and forth property 
for a family I@ 1 of 9 * isomorphisms between subobjects of X and Y is equivalent to 
the domain and range enlargement properties for @r. 
Corollary 3.12, If a fumily 1 Q, 1 of 9 * isomorphisms between subobjects of the 
T-algebras X a:sd Y has the back and forth property, then X and Y are isomorphic in 
the sl;apel category Z& fo 5 K : 9 --) 3 the functor associated with K*. 
Proof. l~ollows from (3 7). 
Corollary 3.13. If the algebras X and Y are 000~ equivalent in the sense of [3], then 
they are isomorphic in 9&r* 
Proof. This is immediate from (3.12) plus the observation of :Barwise (31 that X 
and Y are mcg equivalent if and only if the back and forth property holds for 
suitable I@ I. 
We now close with a few illustrative examples. 
Example 3.14. Let K * : sP* --j 9 * be the inclusion of the category of finite sets in 
that of all sets. Let I @ 1 be the set of all isob Fphisms between finite subsets of two 
given sets X and Y. If X and Y are infinite, t ibt? clearly I@ I has the back and forth 
property and X and Y are isomorphic in yK by (3.12). 
If X and Y are infinite sets of different cardinality, then they are 
pi- (or YE) for e functor associated with the functor 
Pro& Suppose 
8 :((K” J X)~P*)+((K* .J Y)2 
is an isomorphism in &*I Given x E x the inclusion Q : (x)-) 
(P 4 X) and 9cu : (w}-, Y is an object of (K* 4 Y). 
X-, Y with inverse determined by 8~‘. 
Thus it is immediate from (3.7) (a) and (3J2) tha& th 
isomorphism ,g : Qfi + Qg shown in 6) c8nnot 
stronger esult that there exists a Pro isomoirph 
Example 3.16. Let P be the category of all sets of c 
infinite cardinal d and let K * : 4p * + 9’ be the incl 
sets. If I@ 1 is the set of all isomorphisms between su 
in X and Y, then ?& has the domain and range en 
Y are isomorphic n 9x by (3.7) provided that X and Y 
3 d. Of coarse, by (3.3), shape isomorphisnr is the 
for cardinality < d. 
Example 3.17. Let T* be the category of superato 
the full subcategory of finite algebras. Suppose 
isomorphisms between finite subalgebras of X and ‘A 
and have the same Day invariants, then I@ 1 has th 
[l]) and hence X and Y are isomorphic in 3%. 
Exampie 3.1%. Let K * : P ,+ F* be the inelvsica c? 1 
groups belonging to the category 9r* of reduced torsio,:d a 
prime p. If X and Y are infinite and have the same IA film rnv 
I@ 1 of all ireight preserving isomorphisms between fin~,.rtl~ 
the back and forth property (see [3] and [43) and X and Y 
(3.12). 
We remark that (3.3) shows us how to reconstruct 
morphisms) from 9.. morphisms when the domain is in 
We end with a result going back to Cantor (cf. [a 
Example 3.19. Let K* 
linearly ordered sets in a 
I@ 1 is the set of all i 
suborderiug of then 
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